
A thing of beauty,
is a joy forever.
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EVOKE  
8mm Laminate

Reflections Laminate - Perfect for all indoor applications

Exceptional water 
resistance and  
superior durability

Hotels Shops Restaurants Offices Kitchens Residential Commercial

Reflections - EVOKE 8mm laminate  

Fossil
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At Australian Select Timbers, we are proud to supply our customers with 
premium quality flooring.

Our Reflections Evoke laminate boards come with an AC4/Class 32 rating, 
meaning this durable flooring will stand up to the wear and tear of daily life.

Reflections Evoke is perfect for any home and most commercial spaces.

Reflections Laminate  
uses unique technology  
to produce beautiful 
flooring that will last  
for years to come.



Evoke Elegance

Our Reflections Evoke laminate flooring range  
is available in nine contemporary colours, 
sure to suit the style of any home. The matte 
finished surface combined with synchronised 
embossing, will bring a sense of elegance to  
your interior space.

Features

 � AC4 Commercial Grade

 � Scratch Resistant

 � Matte Embossed In Register Finish (EIR)

 � Eco-Friendly VOC (E0)

 � 4x Sides Bevelled Edging

 � Licensed Click System

 � Water Resistant

Specifications

Board size: 1215mm x 195mm x 8mm 
Pack size: 8 planks / 1.8954 m2
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25
year

Residential
Warranty 

3
year

Commercial
Warranty 

Evoke Colour Range
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Colour Disclaimer: We cannot guarantee that the colours you see printed 
on this technical data sheet or displayed on our website accurately portrays 
the true colours of the floorboards. Electrical device’s monitors and/or 
screens are not calibrated equally and colour reproduction on the Internet 
is not precise. Swatch colours can be verified by ordering a complimentary 
offcut sample from our website or visiting an Australian Select Timbers’ 
retail partner to view in-store.
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Reflections - EVOKE 8mm laminate  

EVOKE  
Accessories

Stair Nosing

Designed to match the flooring 
used for your staircase, our stair 
nosing is made to your unique 
specifications. 

Available in the entire colour range.

Features

 �  1200mm x 110mm x 8mm 
Drop: 30mm | Return: 20mm

 � Available in square  
edge profile

MDF Scotia

Our matching laminate scotia 
provide a stylish way to complete 
the look of your new flooring.

 
Available in the entire colour range.

Features

 � 2400mm x 16mm x 16mm 
lengths

 � MDF wrapped in matching 
colour laminate 

Adjustable Aluminium Trims

Continue your floor scheme with 
our high-quality adjustable height 
aluminium trims.

C-Channel - 3400 x 22 x 7-10mm 
(Available in Black, Champagne, 
Silver, & other Wooden Colours).

H-Channel - 3400 x 38 x 7-10mm 
(Available in Black, Champagne, 
Silver, & other Wooden Colours).

Features

 �  Available in matching  
colours 

 �  Creates a seamless transition 
between your floors

C-Channel

H-Channel



SelectUnderlay

Perfect for both concrete 
and timber subfloors, our 
SelectUnderlay will ensure your 
floor is protected for years  
to come.

With up to 200mm extra wide 
overlapped water-resistant 100um 
PE film, our 5 Star AAAC Acoustic 
Rated SelectUnderlay is available 
in both 2mm (ComfortPro) and 
3mm (AcousticPro) EVA foam 
thicknesses.

Available in

 � ComfortPro (2mm)  
Acoustic Underlay

 � AcousticPro (3mm)  
Acoustic Underlay

5
STAR

Acoustic
Rating
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SelectCare+™ cleaning and care products

Our purpose made SelectCare+ products will simplify the 
cleaning and maintenance of your Reflections laminate floor.

Products suitable for use with Reflections Laminate

 Hard Floor Cleaner 
 (Daily use - UV lacquer matte finish floors)

 SelectCare+ Hard Floor Cleaner is an 
 everyday pH neutral, water-based and  
 ecological cleaning product, designed  
 to cut through grease and grime on all  
 types of floors. 

 Spray Mop

 Clean your floors with ease using our  
 ergonomic spray mop. With a sturdy  
 yet simple to assemble design, our  
 spray mop will make it effortless to keep  
 your floors looking immaculate. 
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